
                         

                  Engineered for 
            Performance and Reliability.

        The Semacon S-500 Series Heavy Duty Mixed Coin Sorter and  

    Value Counter offers intelligent cash management for all five U.S. 

coin denominations in a durable compact design.



Ease of Use

The Semacon S-500 Series Mixed Coin Sorter / Value Counter features an easy to use control panel 
while offering an extensive array of features and options for a variety of businesses including banks, 
casinos, retail stores and fund raising organizations.

Sorting and Counting Functions

This machine sorts and counts all five U.S. coin denominations simultaneously providing the coin 
count and value count for each denomination and the total of all denominations.

Intelligent Cash Management

Model S-530 provides cash management functions such as subtotaling/grand totaling, selective 
total clearing and end of day/shift balancing. Batch levels (bag, wrapper or drawer) may be manually 
or automatically cleared when full. All totals and settings are maintained in the event of a power 
failure or if the machine is turned off.

Flexible Batching

Model S-530 enables the operator to select batch stop settings for each denomination, typically 
used in bagging and packaging applications. Batch levels are accumulated independently from the 
subtotals and grand totals and may be cleared manually or automatically when a bag, wrapper or 
drawer is full. Batching may be turned off if not desired.

Bagging and Packaging Options

Bagging and packaging attachments are available for each coin denomination. When ordering 
packaging attachments, the corresponding bagging attachments must also be ordered. The 
optional mounting kit should be used when bagging.

Optional Integrated Thermal Printer

This machine is available with an optional factory installed built-in thermal printer enabling the 
operator to print a detailed receipt containing the current totals, grand totals or batch levels. The 
date and time is printed on each receipt.

Superior Sorting Mechanism

The Semacon S-500 Series Mixed Coin Sorter / Value Counter employs a motorized chain driven 
sorting mechanism not prone to the jamming and maintenance problems associated with gravity 
and rail type sorters.

Exceptional Durability

Model S-530 features a solid metal chassis and heavy duty metal components designed to 
withstand the heavy use found in commercial sorting and counting applications and provide years 
of trouble-free operation.

Compact Design

This machine is designed to provide the functionality and performance of much larger machines but 
in a smaller package that can easily fit on your desktop or tabletop.

Accessories Included

Power adapter/cord, 5 coin drawers, dust cover, cleaning brush, operating manual.

Optional Accessories

Thermal printer, bagging attachments (coin sizes sold separately), packaging attachments (coin 
sizes sold separately), mounting kit.

Semacon Quality Promise

All Semacon machines are extensively tested and burned in under rigorous conditions in our U.S. 
facility, assuring the highest possible quality and reliability.

S-500 Series

Coin Types
U.S. penny, nickel, dime, 

quarter, dollar

Counting Speed
450 coins per minute

Hopper Capacity 
Up to 500 coins (depending 

on denominations)

Coin Drawer Capacity 
150 pennies, 80 nickels,  
250 dimes, 200 quarters,  

80 dollars

Power Consumption 
120VAC/60Hz @ 170mA 

24VDC @ 500mA 
(maximum)

Dimensions 
17.75"W x 8.25"D x 10"H  

450 W x 210 D x 255 H mm  
(without accessories)

Weight
14 lbs / 6.4 kg 

(without accessories)
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For further information or to order, please contact:

Count on one.


